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A MODEL FOR THE VORTEX PAIR ASSOCIATED
WITH A JET IN A CROSS FLOW
By
William L. Sellers III
March, 1975
Chairman: Richard L. Fearn
Major Department: Engineering Sciences
A model is presented for the contrarotating vortex pair that is
formed by a round, turbulent, subsonic jet directed normally into a
uniform, subsonic cross flow. The model consists of a set of algebraic
equations that describe the properties of the vortex pair as a function
of their location in the jet plume. The parameters of the model are
physical characteristics of the vortices such as the vortex strength,
spacing and core size. These parameters are determined by velocity
measurements at selective points in the jet plume.
Chairman
viii
INTRODUCTION
An interesting aerodynamic problem occurs when a vertical takeoff
and landing aircraft transitions from hovering to forward flight. The
cross flow caused by the aircraft's forward flight interacts with the
aircraft's lifting jets, and brings about a loss of performance in
addition to stability problems. Figure 1 is a sketch of a VTOL air-
craft with a single lifting jet transitioning from hovering to forward
flight. The interference between the lifting jet and the cross flow
induces a low pressure region in the jet wake and a distribution of
pressure induced forces over the aircraft as indicated schematically
in the figure. The flow field associated with a VTOL aircraft and its
multiple lifting jets is very complex. In order to simplify the
problem, while still retaining the essential characteristics of the
jet and cross flow interaction process, it has been customary to
restrict the problem to that of a single, subsonic jet exhausting
normally through a flat plate into a uniform, subsonic cross flow.
Other applications of the jet in a cross flow are the cooling of jet
turbine combustors, where coolant gases are injected into the combustors
to dissipate heat, and the environmental problem of the discharge of
cooling water from a power plant into a waterway.
Early investigations into the jet in a cross flow were concerned
with a qualitative description of the flow. Several of these investi-
gations resulted in empirical equations for the jet centerline, which
was defined to be the locus of maximum velocity in the symmetry plane.
1
2Many of the flow characteristics, it was found, depended on the jet to
cross flow momentum ratio. Several investigators found it convenient
to use the square root of the momentum ratio and defined it as the
effective velocity ratio. In certain restrictive cases, it was shown
that the effective velocity ratio reduced to the jet to cross flow
velocity ratio. (ref. 1).
Recently there have been several detailed studies into the veloc-
ity and pressure fields associated with the jet in a cross flow. In
each of these investigations it was found that the jet wake was dominated
by a pair of contrarotating vortices. Kamotani and Greber (ref. 2) and
Harms (ref. 3) investigated the effect of heated jets on the flow field.
Thompson (ref. 4), utilizing an unheated jet, conducted a study of the
pressure distribution on a flat plate and the velocity field induced by
a jet in a cross flow. Fearn and Weston (ref. 1 and 5) investigated the
velocity and pressure fields associated with an unheated jet directed
normally into a cross flow. Fearn and Weston presented simple analytic
models for the vortex pair associated with a jet in a cross flow.
This paper will investigate the effect of varying certain parameters
in one of the models presented by Fearn and Weston. The vortex model
will also be extended to give a more convenient means of determining
the vortex properties.
LITERATURE REVIEW
An important feature of the jet in a cross flow is the contra-
rotating vortices that roll up in the wake region. Figure 2 is a
sketch of the wake region induced by a jet in a cross flow. A plane
of symmetry (Y=O) is seen to exist in the flow field. The vortex
centers are defined as the points of maximum vorticity in a cross
section and are shown schematically in figure 2. The loci of the
vortex centers are commonly referred to as the vortex trajectories.
It is convenient to define the projections of the vortex trajectories
onto the symmetry plane as the vortex curve, shown schematically in
figure 3. The vortex curve is then described as the locus of the
midpoints of the line joining the vortex centers. It is seen in
figure 3 that the vortex curve falls slightly below the jet centerline.
Figure 3 also illustrates the reference frames commonly in use. One
reference frame has its origin at the center of the jet exit and is
aligned with the tunnel coordinate system. Two other coordinate sys-
tems are aligned with cross sections perpendicular to the jet center-
line and the vortex curve. The system referred to the jet certerline
has its axes denoted with a subscript j while the system referred to
the vortex curve has its axes-denoted with a subscript v.
Kamotani and Greber (ref. 2), who were prompted by the gas turbine
combustor cooling problem, utilized a 1/4 inch diameter jet in their
study of heated and unheated jets in a cross flow. The authors found
that the flow was dominated by a pair of contrarotating vortices that
form behind the jet and persist for a long distance downstream of the
3
4jet orifice. This compares with the findings of Pratte and Baines
(ref. 6), in which the vortices were located as far as 1000 jet diam-
eters downstream of the jet orifice. Kamotani and Greber presented
the data as plots of velocity and temperature distributions in the
symmetry plane and- in planes perpendicular to the jet centerline. The
vortices were apparent when the velocity vectors in the wake region
were projected into cross section planes perpendicular to the jet
centerline. Results were shown for effective velocity ratios of 3.91
and 7.72. The authors made no attempt to calculate the strength of the
vortex pair.
The aerodynamic problems associated with V/STOL aircraft have
motivated several recent papers. Harms (ref. 3) studied the temperature
effects on the velocity field induced by a 5 centimeter diameter jet
issuing into a cross flow. Extensive velocity measurements were taken
in planes perpendicular to the tunnel axis for an effective velocity
ratio of 8. It was found that the position of the vortex centers re-
mained essentially the same for hot and cold jets of the same effective
velocity ratio. The only difference being that for the hot jet the
vortices were more diffuse. Harms stated that the vortex pair absorbed
the axial momentum of the jet and were dissipated in the far field by
the action of viscous forces. Harms' study was similar to Kamotani and
Greber in that he recognized that the vortices were the dominant feature,
but no attempt was made to calculate their strength.
Thompson (ref. 4) investigated the ground board pressure distribu-
tion and velocity field induced by unheated jets issuing into a cross
flow. Thompson utilized a one inch diameter jet, in addition to elliptic
5jets of comparable exit area. Velocity measurements were taken in
cross section planes perpendicular to the jet centerline.
Thompson attempted to infer the strength and location of the
vortices induced by a circular jet for effective velocity ratiosof
2, 4 and 8. The vortex centers were located from the distribution
of the sidewash component (Vv), of the velocity in cross section
planes approximately perpendicular to the vortex curve. The V dis-
V
tributions were found by taking velocity measurements in traverses
parallel to the Zv and Y axes in the cross section plane. Figure 4a
is a sketch illustrating typical V distributions in the cross section
v
planes. The V component changed signoas the line joining the vortex
centers was traversed in a Z direction. The vortex separation was
v
determined by locating the peaks in the V distribution as the in-
v
dividual vortices were traversed in a Y direction. Thompson assumed
v
that the vortex properties changed slowly enough with X that the
v
vortices could be treated as though they were two-dimensional. The
velocity induced by a single, two-dimensional vortex filament was equal
to 1/2rr , where r was the vortex strength and r was the.radial distance
from the vortex center. Thompson measured the V component of velocity
in a traverse parallel to the Z axis in the cross section and passing
through the vortex center. Figure 4b is a sketch of typical velocity
distributions determined by this procedure. Plots of 27V Z versus Zvv v
were made assuming that the curve should asymptote to the value of the
vortex strength once a distance had been traversed that was sufficient
to account for all the vorticity. Thompson encountered some difficulty
with his asymptotic method for calculating the vortex strength. The
author found that the entire vorticity field had not been covered inside
6the traversed area since the vortices were more diffuse than he
expected. The author recognized this fact and stated that the
given values for the vortex strengths were low for effective velocity
ratios of 6 and 8. Thompson's method assumed the vortices were dis-
crete and the velocity field fell off as l/r, as in the single vortex
filament. Since the vortices were diffuse, there was interaction
between them which would also keep the asymptotic method from approach-
ing the true value of the vortex strength.
Fearn and Weston (ref. 1) conducted a study of the velocity field
associated with a jet in a cross flow. The purpose of their study was
to relate the velocity field, in cross sections perpendicular to the
vortex curve, to the vortex properties through simple analytic models.
A four inch diameter, unheated, circular jet directed normally through
a 4 ft. by 9 ft. ground board was employed in the experiment. Velocity
measurements were taken for effective velocity ratios from 3 to 10 and
for a range of downstream distances of 2 to 45 jet diameters. The
measurements were taken with a rake of seven yaw-pitch probes that was
traversed in cross section planes.
The authors presented two models for the contrarotating vortex
pair associated with a jet in a cross flow. Like Thompson, the authors
assumed that the vortex properties change gradually in the X direction.
v
In both models the vortices were treated as though they were two-
dimensional and no attempt was made to account for an axial velocity
component. The filament model approximated the vortex pair with two
vortex filaments of strength + and located at Y = h . The diffuse
model assumed a Gaussian distribution of vorticity within each of the
7vortices. In both models the projection of measured velocities onto
cross section planes were used to infer the location and strength of
the vortices at that cross section.
The filament model used measured velocities along the Z axis to
determine the vortex properties. It was felt that the large upwash
velocities (W v), that occur along the Zv axis would give the best re-
sults in determining the vortex properties. The filament model assumed
the velocity in a cross section was the result of the superposition of
the free stream component of velocity in the plane of the cross section
with the velocity induced by the vortex pair. Reference 1 gave the
equation for the upwash velocity along the Z axis as
2 2W = rh/[(h + Z )] - U. sin v  (1)
where v is the angle between the Z and the Z axis. The vortex pro-
perties were determined by fitting the measured upwash velocities in a
least squares sense to equation (1).
The diffuse model used a large number of measured upwash velocities
in a cross section to determine the vortex properties. By fitting the
measured upwash velocities in a least squares sense to the equation for
the velocity predicted by the model, the strength ro , spacing ho , and
diffusivity g , of the two diffuse vortices were determined. Figure 5
illustrates the coordinate system used in the development of the diffuse
model. The vorticity w was assumed to be
22 2 2
w(r,O) = wo(e-r 1 - e 2 ) (2)
8where w is the maximum vorticity of each vortex. The velocity at
o
any point in the cross section was assumed to be the result of the
superposition of the velocity induced by the vortex distribution given
in equation (2) and the component of the free stream velocity in the
cross section plane.
r -B2 r 2 ( -8 2  20 ( 1(e 2 )
= -- (l-e 1) (l-e 2 e 2 - U sin 4v eZ (3)
S1 2 v
The integrated strength F , of a single diffuse vortex was defined to
be
2f -B 2 r 2
r = f f m e rdrdO (4)
o o
O O
Figure 6 shows the measured velocity vectors projected into a cross
section plane together with the velocity predicted by the diffuse model.
It is seen that the diffuse model provides an adequate description of
these velocities.
The authors were able to obtain several analytic relationships
from the model.. The effective strength r of each diffuse vortex was
defined to be the net flux of vorticity across the half plane of the
cross section and was given by
ir/2
r = J f m(r,O) rdrdO (5)
-iT/2 o
The effective spacing or center of vorticity h , was defined as
9I /2
h = J (r,) YvrdrdO (6)
.-n/2 o
Since diffusion and cancellation of vorticity were expected across the
symmetry plane, F may be smaller then Fo . The authors pointed out that
the effective strength and spacing determined by the diffuse model was
assumed to be equal to the strength and spacing determined by the fila-
ment model. Equations relating the parameters of the diffuse model were
found by evaluating equations (5) and (6). The results were
F = Fo erf(.ho ) (7)
and h = ho/erf(Bho) (8)
2 o  -t
where erf (Bh ) 2 h e dt
is the error function.
The relationship between the diffusivity and the vortex core size re
was given by
B = 1.121/r c  (9)
where r was defined to be the distance from the vortex center to the
c
point where the maximum tangential velocity occurs. The authors presented
most of the data in non-dimensionalized graphical form. The parameters
h, ho, and re were non-dimensionalized by the jet diameter. The
strength of the vortices was non-dimensionalized by the quantity 2DU.
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i.e. y = P/2DU and yo = ro/2DU . The quantity 2DUm was shown by
Chang-Lu (ref. 7) to be equal to the roll up of the vorticity around
a two-dimensional cylinder.
The results of the experiment by Fearn and Weston (ref. 1) pro-
vided several interesting implications. The authors found the vortex
strength was essentially constant for each velocity ratio and could be
described in a linear form
Yo = AR (10)
where R was the effective velocity ratio. By fitting the data for each
velocity ratio separately, the constant was determined to be, A = 0.72.
The fact that To was related to R in a linear manner suggests that r0
was a function of the jet exit velocity and diameter. The authors
presented a qualitative description of the vortex system:
The vortex pair is formed very close to the
jet orifice with an initial strength that is directly
proportional to the speed of the jet at the orifice
and to the diameter of the jet. The vortices are de-
flected by the cross flow and they diffuse at a rate
which is a function of the arc length along the vortex
curve, but which is a weak function of effective velocity
ratio. The vortices gradually weaken each other by
diffusion of vorticity across the symmetry plane. (p. 1671)
To summarize, Fearn and Weston were able to predict the velocity field
induced by the vortex pair to an adequate degree by the diffuse model.
Equations (6) through (9) were obtained relating several of the vortex
parameters.
It was later shown by Fearn (ref. 8) that
OD a (s/D) - / 2
where s was an arc length along the vortex curve and D was the jet
diameter. This relationship was not without physical significance,
in that equation (11) could be related to a "kinematic or eddy"
viscosity for turbulent flow.
EFFECT OF VARYING yo IN THE DIFFUSE MODEL
The equation yo = AR, given by Fearn and Weston, is an important
result of their diffuse model. Since the equation will be used in
almost any effort to extend the diffuse model, a study is conducted
as to its validity. An investigation is made into the procedure .for
determining the constant A, together with the effect that varying yo
has on the vortex properties.
The investigation is performed by varying the value of A in the
two-parameter, diffuse model computer program developed by Robert Weston.
The program is listed for reference in Appendix 1. The computer program
utilizes the method of differential corrections (ref. 9), to fit the
measured upwash velocities in a cross section to the Z component of
equation (3). The computer program sets yo equal to a constant and
varies ho and B for the best fit, in a least squares sense, to the
measured upwash velocities. Once a fit is obtained for a cross section,
the program calculates the ",quality" of the fit in terms of a standard
deviation o (ref. 10). In this study the computer program calculates
the quality of the fit in terms of a percent standard deviation
o = 100 (12)
max
where Vmax is the maximum upwash velocity induced by the vortex pair
alone. Through an iterative procedure, the program is able to search
and find the value of yo = AR, which corresponds to the minimum a and
w
thus the best fit to the upwash velocities.
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In this study only the measured velocity data for an effective
velocity ratio of 8 is used since it is the most extensively studied
by Fearn and Weston. Figure 7 is a plot of w versus the constant A
in yo = AR. Table 1 contains information showing the size, location
and number of velocity measurements for each cross section in Figure 7.
The overall a curve is calculated by fitting the measured upwash
velocities for all cross sections together. It is interesting to note
from figure 7, that although a minimum point does exist for most of
the cross sections, only a cutoff for small values of yo is predicted
by the diffuse model. The value of yo can increase indefinitely
(increase A) once a certain value of A has been reached, with no
significant increase in a . To determine if this trend is a functionw
of the number of velocity measurements in a cross section, the measured
velocities from Harms' experiment (ref. 3) are input into the two-
parameter, diffuse model program. Table 1 illustrates that one of the
cross sections studied by Harms contains more velocity measurements
than a similar cross section of Fearn and Weston. Figure 8 shows the a
w
versus A curve that is the result of Harms' measurements. It can be
seen in figure 8 that the same large plateau exists in the a curve.w
It appears that the number of velocity measurements does not change
the large plateau in the a curve for increasing yow
In an effort to gain some insight into why the plateau occurs in
the a curves, the manner in which the diffuse model describes the upwash
velocities for a range of A is investigated. The upwash velocities pre-
dicted by the model are examined for values of A equal to 0.4, 0.72 and
5.0. The cross section at X/D = 8.3 is examined since it is the most
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extensively studied cross section for an effective velocity ratio of
8. Figure 9 is a plot of the upwash velocities (W ), versus Zv along
the symmetry plane of the cross section. The upwash velocities are
non-dimensionalized by the free stream velocity. Figure 9 shows that
the model describes the upwash velocities adequately for values of A
equal to 0.72 and 5.0. It is also seen that the model cannot describe
the upwash velocities for an A = 0.4. Figure 9 infers that a certain
value of y is necessary to describe the upwash velocities and once this
value of y is reached the net flux of vorticity across the half plane
remains constant for increasing yo . This is also illustrated in figure
10, which is a plot of y versus the constant A. For values of A > 1.0,
it is seen that y remains essentially constant for each Cross section.
The plateau in the a curves in figures 7 and 8 can then be ex-w
plained from
y = yo erf (Bho) (7)
together with the knowledge of how the vortex properties vary with yo
Figures 10, 11 and 12 illustrate that the properties y, h and r remain
essentially constant for A.> 1.0. Figure 13 shows the vortex spacing
h decreases rapidly with increasing yo . The diffuse model attempts
o
to keep the value of y in equation (7) constant by shifting the various
vortex parameters. For increasing yo , the term erf (Bho) in equation
(7) must decrease to keep y constant. The properties r or remainc
essentially constant while ho decreases in such a way that erf (Bho)
decreases to keep y constant. For decreasing yo , the term erf (Bho
must increase to keep y constant. The parameter rc decreases
15
(0 increases), as the vortices tend toward filaments in an effort to
match the upwash velocities. The vortex spacing h also increases,
0
but the term erf (Bho) asymptotes to a value of one and cannot in-
crease further. The result is that for yo below a certain value, the
effective vortex strength y decreases (figure 10). The vortices are
then too weak to describe the measured upwash velocities which causes
a to increase.
w
In summary, this investigation did not find an error in the value
of A = 0.72 given by Fearn and Weston, since the overall fit for R = 8
does have a physical minimum in this region (figure 7). This study
does show that any value of A > 0.6 will work almost as well.
EXTENSION OF DIFFUSE MODEL
Fearn and Weston present most of the vortex properties in
graphical form. It will be more convenient to an aircraft designer
if the vortex properties are expressed algebraically as a function
of arc length along the vortex curve for a given effective velocity
ratio. This study, as stated previously, will consider only the
diffuse vortex properties for an effective velocity ratio of 8.
Fearn and Weston (ref. 1) present several equations relating the
vortex properties, which are listed again for reference.
Y = Yoerf (Bho ) (7)
h = h /erf (Bh ) (8)o 0
Yo = AR (10)
In addition, from reference 8 it is found,
D a (S/D)-1 / 2  (11)
It is seen from equations (7), (8), (10) and (11), that 4 equations with
5 unknowns ( y, yo, h, ho, ), are available to describe the vortex
properties. An additional equation is needed together with an explicit
statement concerning equation (11) in order to describe the vortex
properties algebraically. Before the projection of velocity field onto
16
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a cross section plane can be reconstructed from the vortex parameters
together with equation (3), a description is needed for the vortex
curve. Fearn and Weston (ref. 1) present an empirical equation for
the vortex curve, which is given by
Z/D = a R (X/D) c  (13)v
where a = 0.3473, b = 1.127 and c = 0.4291. Values of v and s/D
v v v
can then be calculated for a range of X/D.
In this study the two-parameter diffuse model program is used to
generate the vortex properties at each cross section for an A = 0.72.
From equation (9), it is seen that a one to one correspondence occurs
between S and r e. Since the diffusivity B is more difficult to
visualize than the core size re, the latter will be given in the
figures. For convenience, 8 will be used in determining the vortex
properties and converted to r through equation (9). Figure 14 is ac
plot of the vortex core size versus s/D. It is seen that no data is
available near the jet orifice (s/D < 5), therefore, any empirical
equations for r or 8 will be an extrapolation in this region. Thisc
will also be true for any additional equations obtained from the re-
sults of data presently available. From equation (11), the simplest
possible description of a is given by
B (14)
1/2(s/D)
where B is a constant.
18
The constant B is determined by fitting the values of SD predicted by
the diffuse model, in a least squares sense to equation (14). It is
noted that equation (14) infers that the vortices approach filaments
at the jet exit. Figure 14 shows that the empirical equation gives
an adequate description of the vortex core size. Since B (or r ) is
c
a weak function of the effective velocity ratio, equation (14) will
give a fairly reasonable description of 5 for other effective velocity
ratios as well.
To make the system of equations complete, an additional equation
is required which does not introduce still another unknown. One
possibility is an equation describing the vortex spacing ho , as a
function of s/D. By examining the values of ho predicted by the diffuse
model, two possible options are obtained for the vortex spacing. Both
options are based on assumptions for the starting positions of the
vortices in the region near the jet orifice. Figure 15 shows the two
options and 4 equations that this study will use to describe the vortex
spacing.
Figure 15 shows that option 1 assumes the vortices start as two
concurrent vortex filaments at the jet exit. Since the contrarotating
vortices are concurrent at the jet exit, this model forces the vortex
strength to zero at the orifice. Two equations are shown that describe
the vortex spacing adequately,
h 
-s/D
= C (1-e D) (15)
or
h
o 
_ s/D
D C(s/D)+C2 (15a)
19
where C, C1 and C2 are constants.
Figure 15 shows that option 2 assumes the vortices start as
vortex filaments that emerge from the side of the jet orifice. Option
2 gives the possibility of a non-zero vortex strength at the jet ori-
fice and will resemble the qualitative description of the vortices
given by Fearn and Weston (ref. 1). The equations describing the
vortex spacing are simple modifications of the two previous equations,
h 
-s/D
= C(1-e R ) + .5 (16)
or
h
o s/D= /D + .5 (16a)D C1(s/D)+C 2
where C, C1 and C2 are constants.
The extended model consists of equations (7), (8), (10) and (14)
together with one of the four equations for the vortex spacing. Each
option of the extended model is denoted by the equation that is used to
calculate ho . The undetermined constants in the 4 options for the
vortex spacing are determined by fitting the values of y predicted by
the diffuse model, in a least squares sense, to the equation for y
obtained from the extended model. Some question may occur over the
decision to fit to y instead of the more straightforward method of
fitting to ho . It is felt that the vortex strength is the most im-
portant property and the best description of the strength is obtained
by fitting to y . In addition, a later chapter will show that a large
amount of uncertainty exists in the values of h predicted by the
20
diffuse model. A description is given as to how the constant is
determined in one of the options. For example option (la) will
calculate the vortex strength y , from
S= ARerf s/D)2 C(l-e ) (17)
The undetermined constant C is calculated by fitting the values of y
predicted by the diffuse model, in a least squares sense,to equation
(17). The constants C, C1 and C2 in the other options are found in
a similar manner.
Figure 16 is a summary of the extended models for an A = 0.72.
The figure illustrates all the equations for each option together with
values for all the constants. Figures 17 through 19 illustrate how
well the different options describe the vortex properties for an A = 0.72.
Figure 17 shows the vortex spacing ho , together with the empirical re-
sults from the four options of the extended model. It is seen in
figure 17 that there is little difference in options (la) and (lb).
Similarly there is little difference in options (2a) and (2b). It is
interesting to note, that for s/D greater than 10, it makes little
difference whether the vortices start at the origin (options (la) and
(lb)) or emerge from the side of the jet exit (options (2a) and (2b)).
Figure 18 shows that the vortex strength y , is independent of initial
vortex position for s/D greater than 10. It is also seen in figure
18 that y does depend quite drastically on the initial vortex position
for s/D less than 5. No conclusion can be reached on the value of y
near the jet orifice until more data on the vortex strength and spacing
21
is obtained in this region. Figure 18 also shows the standard de-
viation a of each option in fitting to y . Figure 19 shows that the
effective vortex spacing h , is.independent of initial vortex position
for s/D greater than 4.
To illustrate how the model is used to calculate the vortex
properties, a sample calculation will be made with the use of option
(la). For a cross section located at X/D = 15.23, a value of V = tan
[d(Z/D)/d(X/D)] can be calculated from equation (13). By a numerical
integration of equation (13), a corresponding value of s/D can be ob-
tained. In this manner the values of v = 180 and s/D = 20.5 are ob-
tained. For an s/D of 20.5, the vortex properties are calculated as,
Y = (.72)8 = 5.76
-20.5
h /D = 2.04(1-e 8 ) = 1.88
BD = 2.11/(20.5) = 0.466
y = Yo erf(Sho) = 4.537
h/D = (ho/D)/erf(Bho ) = 2.396.
The projection of the velocity field onto this cross section plane can
then be calculated at any point throughout the cross section from
equation (3).
In summary, several options are obtained to extend the diffuse
model given by Fearn and Weston. With the use of these options, the
vortex properties and the projection of the velocity field onto any
cross section plane can be calculated. It is noted however, the
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options are extrapolations of available data in the region of the jet
orifice. For s/D > 10, the vortex properties are adequately described
by any one of the four options.
UNCERTAINTY IN EXTENDED MODEL
Since the extended models are the result of curve fitting to the
diffuse vortex properties, some insight into the uncertainty of the
diffuse vortex properties is necessary. The criteria that are used
to set the limits on the uncertainty of the diffuse vortex properties
are established with the use of figure 7. As stated previously, the
lower cutoff on y is distinct. For each cross section in figure 7
the lower or percentage cutoff is defined to be the value of the con-
stant A that corresponds to twice the value of aw at the minimum of
the cross section. The plateau on the aw curves raises some question
as to a proper cutoff limit for large values of A. Since the constant
A can increase indefinitely without a large increase in the value of
a , the value of A = 2.0 is arbitrarily chosen. This value of A is
sufficiently far out on the plateau that the vortex properties (with
the exception of h ) are not changing rapidly with A. With this0
criteria established, figures 10 through 13 are used to determine the
diffuse vortex properties at the percentage (lower) and plateau (upper)
cutoffs. It should be noted that the percentage cutoff will vary from
cross section to cross section but the plateau cutoff remains at
A = 2.0.
Figure 20 is a plot of the core size from the diffuse model for a
constant A = 0.72. The uncertainty bars are shown for each cross
section. The bars marked with the double tick mark are the result of
the percentage cutoff for each cross section. The bars marked with 
a
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single tick mark are the result of the plateau cutoff. It is
necessary to determine if the empirical equation for re, equation (14)
together with equation (9), will still describe the vortex properties
throughout the region of uncertainty. Equation (14) is fit in least
squares sense to the values of aD predicted by the diffuse model for
constants of A equal to 0.48 and 2.0. These two values of the constant
A correspond to the percentage and plateau cutoff as determined from
the overall fit for all cross sections in figure 7. These two values
of A will then be used to set uncertainty limits on the extended model.
Figure 20 shows that the empirical equations will describe the vortex
core size adequately in the region of uncertainty.
In the remaining portion of this study, options (la) and (2a) are
used because of their relative simplicity. The diffuse vortex pro-
perties shown in figures 21 through 26 are determined from the diffuse
model for a constant A = 0.72. Figures 21 through 23 show the uncer-
tainty in the diffuse vortex properties together with the empirical
descriptions given by option (la). Figure 21 illustrates that there is
a large uncertainty in the vortex spacing ho given by the diffuse model.
It is also seen in figure 21 that option (la) still gives an adequate
description of the vortex spacing in the region of uncertainty. Figure
22 shows the uncertainty in the effective vortex strength y, from the
diffuse model together with the filament model results (ref. 1).
Extended model (la) is seen to describe the vortex strength adequately
and the standard deviation a, in fitting to y is given for each curve.
Figure 23 shows that there is very little uncertainty in the effective
vortex spacing given by the diffuse model. For all but one cross section,
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the uncertainty bars remained within the symbol width. There is a
discrepancy in that some of the filament model results lie outside of
the uncert3inty limits of the diffuse vortex properties and the extended
model curves. It is believed that at these points an insufficient
number of velocity measurements were taken for the filament model to
adequately describe the upwash velocity distribution. This will cause
the filament model to give unreliable values for the vortex properties.
Figures 24 through 26 are similar to figures 21 through 23 except
the empirical curves are determined by option (2a). It is seen in
figure 25 that option (2a) encounters difficulty in describing the
vortex strength y, for a constant of A = 2.0.
In summary, the extended model will give adequate descriptions
throughout the range of uncertainty in the diffuse vortex properties.
The one exception is that option (2a) cannot describe the vortex
strength for a value of A = 2.0.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An investigation is conducted into the diffuse vortex model
given by Fearn and Weston (ref. 1). The equation, yo = AR, presented
by the authors, is examined in detail as to the procedure for determin-
ing the constant A. As in reference 1, the value of A = 0.72 is found
to give the best description of the upwash velocities in a cross
section for an effective velocity ratio of 8. However, this study
has also shown that, in a practical sense, any value of A greater
than 0.6 will work almost as well.
The diffuse vortex properties presented by Fearn and Weston, are
extended from a graphical to an algebraic description of the vortex
properties for an effective velocity ratio of 8. The extended model
consists of the analytic equations given in reference 1, together with
empirical equations given in this paper. With the use of the extended
model, the vortex properties together with the projection of the
velocity field in a cross section plane can be calculated for any
cross section in the flow. However, in the region near the jet orifice,
the extended model represents an extrapolation of available data. The
extended model gives an adequate description of the vortex properties
for s/D > 10. The uncertainty in the results of the extended model is
also investigated.
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Figure 1. Sketch of VTOL Aircraft Transitioning
from Hovering to Forward Flight
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Figure 2. Sketch of Jet Wake Region with
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Figure 3. Sketch of Jet Centerline and Vortex
Curve with Coordinate Systems
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Figure 4. Typical Vv Distributions in
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Figure 5. Geometry ofVortex Model
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Figure 6. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Velocity
Fields for Cross Section at X/D = 8.3 and R = 8
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Figure 7. Standard Deviation versus yo' R =. 8
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Figure 8. Standard Deviation versus yo9 R=8
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Figure 9. Upwash Velocities along Symmetry Plane
(R = 8, X/D = 8, U = 127 ft/sec)
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Figure 10. Variation of Vortex Strength
with yo , R = 8
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Figure 11. Variation of Effective Vortex
Spacing with y0 , R = 8
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Figure 12. Variation of Vortex Core Size
with Yo , R = 8
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Figure 13. Variation of Vortex Spacing
with yo . R = 8
8 a Diffuse Model, A = 0.72
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Figure 14. Vortex Core Size, R = 8
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OPTION 1
- X
EQUATIONS USED
-s/D s/D
-s s/D(a) h = C(1-e R)+.5 or (b) h (s)+Co 
o C (s/D)+C
0(a) hon forr 1 2
Figure 15. Options for Vortex Spacing
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EXTENDED VORTEX MODEL
y = AR where A = 0.72
-1/2D = B/(s/D) where B = 2.11 (r = 1.121/8)
OPTION (la) OPTION (ib)
h = C(1-e ) h = s/D
o o C1 (s/D)+C 2
C = 2.04 C1 = 0.425
C 2 = 2.670
OPTION (2a) OPTION (2b)
-s/D s/D
h = C(1-e )+.5 h = s/D) 2 +.5
o o C1(s/D)+C2
C = 1.389 CI = 0.504
C 2 = 5.660
y = yo erf (Bho)
h = h /erf (h o)
Figure 16. Summary of extended model, A = 0.72
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Figure 17. Vortex Spacing, R = 8
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Figure 18. Effective Vortex Strength, R = 8
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Figure 19, Effective Vortex Spacing, R = 8
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Figure 20. Uncertainty in Vortex Core Size,
Equation (14), R = 8
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Figure 21. Uncertainty in Vortex Spacing,
Option (la), R = 8
d Diffuse Model, A = 0.72
[] Filament Model
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Figure 22. Uncertainty in Effective Vortex
Strength, Option (la), R = 8
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Figure 23. Uncertainty in Effective Vortex
Spacing, Option (la), R = 8
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Figure 24. Uncertainty in Vortex Spacing,
Option (2a), R = 8
J) Diffuse Model, A = 0.72
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Figure 25. Uncertainty in Effective Vortex
Strength, Option (2a), R = 8
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Figure 26. Uncertainty in Effective Vortex
Spacing, Option (2a), R = 8
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CROSS SECTION DATAa, R = 8
VELOCITY X/D Z/D s/D v CROSS SECTION SIZE
EASUREdeg.ENTS JET DIA. EFF. VORTEX SPACING
49 2.13 4.87 5.52 51.7 2.50D x 2.48D 2.17h x 2.16h
135 5.24 7.56 9.65 33.0 4.99D x 6.97D 2.72h x 3.80h
36 6.01 7.98 10.53 30.7 2.49D x 2.50D 1.48h x 1.49h
216 8.34 9.14 13.11 26.2 6.28D x 8.44D 3.02h x 4.05h
140 15.23 11.83 20.5 18.0 4.49D x 6.52D 1.86h x 2.70h LU
49 35.57 15.85 41.29 10.9 2.94D x 2.99D 0.87h x 0.89h
b340 15.0 11.16 20.6 17.7 5.41D x 8.43D 2.36h x 3.68h
a Fearn and Weston (ref. 1)
b
Harms (ref. 3)
APPENDIX I
TWO-PARAMETER DIFFUSE MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
B C THIS PRCGRAY FITS A GAUSSIAN-CISTRIBUTED VORTEX PAIR TC THE CRCSS-SECTICh
C VELCCITY FIELD FCR A JET IN A CROSSFLOW
C ALL VELCCITIES ARE IN FT./SEC.WI C A EENCTES THE CIRCULATICN IN FT**2/SEC ANC GAMMA DENOTES THE DIMENSICNLESS
C CIRCULATION, GAMMA=A/(2*C*VINF), WHERE 0 IS THE DIAMETER OF THE JET AND
•8 C VINF IS THE FREE STREAM VELCCITY.
C B CENCTES THE CIFFUSION CCNSTANT IN THE GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUT0N. IT HAS UNITS
C CF 1/FT.
C C CENCTES THE HALF SPACING BETWEEN THE CENTERS OF THE TWO DIFFUSE NORTICES1
C H. CENCTES THE HALF SPACING IN JET DIAMETERS, H=C/D. LET BETA DENCTE THE
C DIMENSIONLESS DIFFUSION CONSTANT, BETA=B*C.
DIVENSION RMSG(6),RMST(6),P(E),S(3)tMBC(5)
COMMCN IYZCOt,IYZ,NRNCAtB,C,ZCVINF VSINA,VY(21,12) VZI21,1 2 ),
1Y(3,12)Z(21),RMS,NCRPFIPRNTNPTSIRMSRVSVZO(2,5),IPRTPNRAK
COPMCN/ONE/MK,NCATA,IRUN(4),R,AMJETX4,Z4,SDANGVRT,VRANG
REAL*8 PS,1
CC 2 I=1,6
2 RMST(I)=.O0
CTR=1.745329E-2
REAC 1,CCNST,GPERIPRTMIRMS
I FCRMAT(14XF8.317XF8.6,7X, I1,6X,1)
C IF IPRTV=O ,NO MATRICES PRINT CUT. IF IPRTM=1 ,ALL MATRICES PRINT OUT.
C IF IPRTM=2 ,VORTICITY MATRIX CCESNT PRINT CUTi BUT CTHERS CC.
C IF IRMS=C, CVERALL FIT IS IN PER CENT IF IRMS=1 OVERALL FIT IS IN FT/SEC
GPER=.OI*GPER
CC 10 1=1,6
10 RMSG(I)=C.O
NG=C
NBC=0
20 N=O
VINF=C.
AVJET=O.
C CCNSULT FORMAT NO. 50 FCR CESCRIPTICN CF VARIABLES IN FOLLOWING STATEMENT
REAC(5,30,ENC=9SS9) ANGVRTZC.NRAKNDRPFNDRPLNCGA MABETAH ,NZ Z
1 0C
C NZ IS T-E NUMBER CF TIE RAKE CCNTAINING THE VORTEX CENTER.
C ZOC=STEP CHANGE IN Z USED IN ZC PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
30 FCRMAT(1OX,F4.1,eX,F5.2,5X, I1,12X,lI,17X,II/12,37X,3(F5.2,6X),Ill
IF7.2)
C Al AND Cl USED IN REFERENCING RAKE PCSITICNS IN THE CRCSS-SECTICN
40 AI=TN(ANGCVRT*DTR)
EI=SCRT(1.+AI*AI)
C NR=hC. CF RCiS CF EATA
NR=7 NRAK-NCRPF-NDRPL
IZ=7
IF(NZ.EQ.NRAK) IZ=7-NCRPL
WRITE(6,50) ANGVRTZO I Z ,NZZOCNRAKNDRPFNDRPLNC,GAMMAi8ETA t,
50 FORMAT(IINPUT EATAC VCRTEX ANGLE =',F5.1,' DEG',7X.'ZO -'*F6.2,
1' IN. FRCM PROBE'vI2,' CF RAKE'I2t7Xp*ELTA ZO =',F5.2/
1 15X,1I,' RAKES OF INPUT ',12,' PROBES FROM FIRST RAKE ARE 0
2ELETED*/33X,1t,' PROBES FROM LAST RAKE ARE DELETED'/15XI24 ' YAW
3PCSITICNSI//' INITIAL ESTIMATESO GAMMA =*,F5.2/ 21X, 'BETA l '
4F5.2/ 21X, 'H =',F5.2)
R=O.
C DC LCCP 110 READS IN VELOCITY FIELD DATA AND RAKE PCSITICNS AND CCNVERTS
C THESE TC THE CRCSS-SECTICN CCORCINATE SYSTEM
CC 11C I=1,NRAK
REA(5,60) IRUN 11),ANGRAK,Q,RFO,X4,Z4,A2,(Y(IJ)J= 1NC)
60 FCRIMAT(3XXI3, X,F4.1l3XtF6.3,5XF8.62(4X,F5.2),3XF5.2/12F6.2)
R=HR+A2
IF(I.EC.1) Cl=Z4-AI*X4
04=(AI*X4-Z4+C1 )/l
VINF=VINF+SQRT( 2.*C/Rl)
CA=(ANGRAK-ANGVRT)*CTR
SINCA=SINIDA)
COSEA=COS( DA)
L1=
L=n+1
IF(I.EQ.l) L1=14NCRPF
IF(I.EQ.KRAK). N=N-NCRPL
IF(1.NE.NZ) CC TC 7C
VRAING=ANG-RAK*CTR
IZ=N
ZO=ZC*COSCA
ZOC=ZCC*CCSOAI12.
70 CC 9C K=1,NC
REAC(5,8C) (VY(JK) ,VZ(JK) ,Z(J) ,J=MN)
'80 FCR?'AT(11F7.2/J.CF7.2)
1Ff I.EC.KRAK .AKC. NCRPL.GT.3) READ(5t80) CA
CC 9C J=LN
VY( J-L14-1,K)=VY(JK)
90 VZfJ-L1+lK)=Z(J)*SINEA + VZ(JK)*CCSCA
CC 1CC J=LN,
100 Z( J-Ll+1 )=044( J-L+LtI)*2.*CCSCA
110 IF(1.EQ.1) N=N-NCRPF
R=fl/NRAK
CAPPIA=CCKST*R
IF(NZ.EQ.1) IZ=IZ-NERPF
* VINF=VINF/NRAK
C CCtMPUTE NOMINAL JET MACF NLPBER USING ESTIMATE CF PINF 12130. PSFA)s
AVJET=R*SCRT(C/(C.7*2 130.))
KC~P=NT(R+0.5)
CALL CtAJ(N0MR,AhlA2,A3)
rVK=C
IF(AES(Q-A3)&LT.2.) r'K=3
IF(AES(Q-A2) LT.2.) MK=2
IF (AES(Q-Al) .LT .2.) fMK= 1
VSINA=VINF*S IN{ ANGVRT*OTR)
CC 120 J=lNR
120 Z(J)=Z(NR)-Z(J)
ZO=,Z( IZ.)+ZO
REFZOZQO
C CETERP'INE INITIAL ESTIPATES
11=2 .*V INF*GAtJMA/3.
C=fi/3.
e=BE TA/C
ESAV=E
CSAV=C
hRITE(6*130) A#ECVINFR,( IRUN(I),I=lNRAK)
130 FORMAT(/14H A(FT**2/SEC)=,FlC.2,' B(1/FT)='tF1O.4v' C(FTJ*.',PIO.3/ c
1/1 AVG VINF =;',F6.l/' AVC R =fF6.2/' RLNS REAG INO,4{4)
PRINT 135,vAMJET91VK
135 FCRMAT(/' N0?VIN1L 1MAC[ NC. =lF5.3,lCXv*Q CCNDITICN =,,,2)
Al=VRANG/DTR
PRINT 14CNZ*XCZCvAl
140 FORIMAT(I' PRCBE 4 OF RAKEIP12,' AT X/O ='9F6.2919 LID'='bF6.2i2X#
1' RAKE ANGLE ='vF5.lt' CEG')
CALL AUXIL sssss,$4
C SET Z SPACING OF 5 VORTEX CENTER CASES. FCR PERTURBATICN ANALYSIS.
RMSVZC(2, 1)=0.
RIMSV1C(2 ,2)=-24.*ZOC
RMSVZC(2, 3)=-ZOC*12.
RtMSVZO(2*4)=Z0C*12.
RM~SVZC (2, 5)=24.*ZCC
ZoSAVZ=zO
RMS=O.
tPG=- I
C tPC 1S TiE INDEX CF TFE CAMUMAC AND VELOCITY CCMPONENT BEING CCNCLCTEE.
IGF=C
CC 720 KG=1,3
C DC ANALYSIS FOR 3 SETTINGS CF GAMMAO
IF(KG.EQ.2) A:( I.*GPER)*A
IF(KG.EQ.3) A=(1.-GPER)*A/(l.4GPER)
ZOSAV=ZOSAVZ
C DC ANALYSIS FOR FIT TO Z VELOCITY COMPONENT.
JLZ=1
C IF LAST TIME BOMBEE CUT, RESET INITIAL GUESSES. OThERhISE, START ITH
C -RESULTS CF PREVICUS TIME.
IF(RMS.EC.O.) GC TO 34C
BSAVZ=B
CSAVZ=C
GC TC 350
340 ESAVZ=BSAV
CSAVZ=CSAV
350 ZO=ZCSAV
IYZ=3-JLZ
IYZCCC=IYZ
C IYZCOCE=I FCR VY CALCULATICN =2 FOR VZ CALCULATICN
NIT=O
C NIT IS NUMBER OF RE-SHIFTS CF ZC. LIMITED TC 9.
IF(KG.EQ.I) hRITE(6,360)
360 FORMAT(1-1)
370 NIT=NIT+l
ZOP=ZC*12.
IF(KGEQ.1) PRINT 380,NIT,ZCP
380 FCRPAT(t/ ITER =I,12'i, ZO =,F6.2)
IPRNT=0
IRG=C
IF(NIT.EC.9) GC TO 540
C DC LCCP 430 PERFORMS FIT FCR 5 ZO CASES
CC 430 LZ=1,5
IF(LZ.EQ.I) GC TC 390
IF(LZ.EQ.2) ZO=ZO-2.*ZGC
IF(LZ.EQ.3) ZO=ZC+ZCC
IF(LZ.EQ.4) ZO=ZC+2.*ZOC
IF(LZ.EQ.5) ZO==ZC+ZCC
390 IF(JLZ.EC.1 .ANC. KG.NE.1) GC TO 400
IF(RMS.EQ.0.) GC TO 410
BSAV=E
CSAV=C
GCC TC 42C
400 BSAV=BSAVZ
CSAV=CSAVZ
410 e;BSAV
C=CSAV
420 CALL DIFCOR
C CIFCCR CALCULATES LEAST SQUARE FIT TC THE VELOCITIES
RMSVZO(1,LZ)=RMS
IF(RMS.EQl.O.) IPC=IROtl
C IRC IS TE NUMBER CF BOMB-CUTS CF THE 5 ATTEMPTS.
430 CCNTINUE
ZO=ZC-2.*LOC
IF(IRO.GT.2) GC TO 470
IF(KG.EQ.1) PRINT 44C,((RMSVZO(I1J),I=1,2),J
=1,5)
440 FORMAT(' RMS =',F8.4,' AT VZC =1,F6.2)
P(1)=0.0
P(2)=0.O
P(3)=C.0
P(4)=0.0
P(5)=O.0
S(I)=C.O
S(2)=0.0
S(3)=C.0
C PERFCRM SUMMATICNS FCR PARAEOLIC FIT TC RMS VERSUS ZO
CC 460 1=11,5
IF(RYSVZC(1,t).EC.C.) GC TO 460
1=1.
CO 45C J=1,5
P(J)=P(J)+A1
IF(J.GT.31 GC TC 450
S(J) = S (J)+Al*RMSVZO( ItI)
450 Al=Al RMSVZ0O2,1)
460 CONTINUE
CALL MINV3(PC)
IF(C.NE.C.) GC TC 560
470 PRINT 480,((RMSVZ0(I,J),I=l,2), J =1, 5 )
480 FCRMAT(/' NO PARABOLIC SCLUTICN TO RMS VERSUS ZC'//' INPUT hASO'/
1(' RPS =',F8.4,9 AT VZO =',F6.2))
IF(NIT.EQ.9') GO TO 53C
IF(IRC.NE.5) GO TO 510
IPRNT=3
C IF ALL 5 ATTEMPTS FAILEC, LCOP 500 SEARCHES FOR A SOLUTION BY VARYING 
ZC UP
C AND OCWN.
CO 5CC J=1,6
IF(J.EQ.1) ZC=ZC-3.*ZCC
IF(J.EQ.2) ZO=LC-ZOC
IF(J.EQ.3) ZC=ZC-ZOC
IF(J.EQ.41 ZC=ZC+8.*ZCC
IF(J.GE.5) ZCZC+ZOC
EBESAV
C=CSAV
CALL CIFCCR
ZOP=ZO*12.
PRINT 49CRMSZCP
490 FORMAT(' RMS=',Fe.4,v AT ZO=,F6.2)
IF(RPS.NE.O.) GC TO 370
5C0 CCNTINUE
CC TC 53C
C520 AN ATTEMPT THAT WCRKED IS USED AS THE NEW CENTER CF THE ZO SPREAD.
510 CC 52C J=2,5
IF(RMSVZC(I,.J).EC.O.) GC TO 520
IF(J.EQ.2) ZOCZC-2.*ZCC
IF(J.EQ.3) ZC=ZC-ZOC
IF(J.EQ.4) ZG=ZC+ZOC
IF(J.EC.5) ZO=ZC+2.*ZCC
0 GC TC 37C
520 CONTINUE
530 PG=fMG+2
IF(JLZ.EC41) ICF=1
GC TC 720
540 PRINT 550
550 FORMAT(/' ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDED IN FITTING RMS VERSUS Z0'1
CC TC 470
C COMPUTE NEW ZO (AT MINIMUM CF TE LSQ PARABOLIC FIT)
560 CZO=(S(1)*P(2+S(2)*P(4)+S(3)*P(5))/('24.*(S(1)*P(3)+S(2)*(S51+
1S(3)*P(6)))
A6=5.*ZOC
IF(AES(DZO).GT.Al) CZC=SIGN(Al,CZ0)
ZO=ZO-DZC
C METIOC IS ITERATEC UNTIL TVE ZC VERSUS RMS CURVE HAS ITS MINIMUP WITHIN THE
C ZO RANGE.
IF(AeS(DZO).GT.(1.2*ZCC)) GC TO 370
ZOP=ZO*12.
PRINT 57C,ZOP
570 FORPAT(/' FINAL VALUE FCR ZC =',F7.2)
Al=.25*(RAKEZO(ZOP-REFZC)/VRCOS-6.)
X4=X-AI*SIN(VRANG)
Z4=ZC+Al*CCS(VRANG)
AI=Z4-.347308*R**1.126536*X4**.429137
SC=ARCLNG(X4,R) + Al~SIK(ANGVRT*OTR)
PRINT 580,X4,Z4tSC
580 FORMAT(/' VORTEX CENTER AT X/C =',F6.2,', Z/C =l,F6.21lCXj'.ARC LEN
IGTI (S/0) =',F6.2)
IPRNT=I
C NCw PERFORM LEAST SCUARES FIT AT THE MINIMUM RMS LOCATION.
590 CALL CIFCCR
IF (KG.NE.1i GO TO 710
IF(IPRTM.EQ.G) CC TO 71C
CALL PRTMAT $$$4$$S
710 PG=PG+2
C PERFCRMw SUMATICNS FOR CVERALL RMS COMPUTATICNS FOR ALL CASES Al THE SINGLE
C VELCCITV RATIO BEING CCNSIEERE.
RMST(MG)=RMS*RMS*NCATA
IF(JLZ.EC:.2) GC TC 720
ZOSAVZ=ZC
IFIRPS.EC.O.) ZCSAVZ=ZCSAV
720 CCNTINUE
IF(IGF.NE.1) GC TO 730
C IGF=1 IF CNE OF THE GAMPAC CASES BOMBED GUT IN FITTING Z COMPONENT.
C THIS RUN IS THEN NCT INCLUCE IN THE OVERALL RPS CALCULATIICN.
NBC=NBC+1
FBC(NCO)=IRUN(1)
GC TC 20
730 CC 74C I=1,6
740 'RMSG(I)=RPSG(I)4RMST(I)
hG=NC+NDATA
GC TC 20
999g CC ICCCO 1=1,6
1COCO PMSG(I)=SQRT(RMSG(I)/NG)
AI=(1.+GPER)*CCNST
A2=(1.-GPER)*CONST
PRINT 10C10,RMSG(1),RYSG(2), CONST ,RMSG(3),RMSG(4),A1,RMSG(5),
IRPSG(6),A2
ICO10 FCRvAT(///lX,28(1H*)/291 *RMS VALUES FOR CVERALL FIT*/1X428(1H*)//
1' Z RPS =',F8.4,, Y RFS =',F8.4,' FCR CENTRAL CCNST =~,F6*3/
21 L RMS =',F8.4,, Y RMS =',F8.4,' FCR HIGH CCNST ='*F6.31
3' Z RMS =',F8.4,',.Y RMS =',F8.4,' FOR LCk CONST =',F6.3)
Al=GPER*CCNST
A2=(RMSG(3)-RMSC5))/(2.*A1).
43=(RISG(3)+RMSC(5)-2.*RmSG(l))/(2.*A, Al)
Al=-0.5*A2/A3
E=CCNST+A1
A=RMSG( )+Al*(A2+A3*A1)
IF(IRVS.EQ.0) PRINT. ICO2C,A,,NG
10020 FORMAT(/' MINIMLV RMS =',F8.4,' PER CENT AT CONST =',F6.3/15IS' PC
IINTS CF EATA#)
IF(IRMS.EQ.1) PRINT 10021,A,B,NG
1C021 FORMAT(/' MINIMUtLI RVS =lF8.41, FT/SEC AT CONST =',F6.3/1151, PCIN
ITS CF CATA')
IF(NEC.EQ.0) STCP
PRINT 10030 (MBC(I), I=1,NBC)
1C030 FORVAT(/' RUNS NCT USEC',5(14,', '))
STCP
ENC
SUBRCUTINE DIFCCR
C THIS SLEROUTINE PERFORMS LEAST SQUARE FITTING USING THE CIFFERENTIAL
C CCRRECTICN VETHCC FCR A GALSSIAN-DISTRIBUTEC VORTEX PAIR.
C TWC PARAMETER FITC GAMMA IS HELE CCNSTANT E AND C ARE VARIED FCR BEST FIT.
COMMON IYZCOC,IYZ,NR,NC,A,B,CZO,VINF,VSINA,VY(21,12) ,VZ.i21,12),
1Y(3,12),ZI(21)RIvSNCRPF IPRNTNPTS IRMStR SVZO(2,5),IPRTIMANRAK
CC dCN/ NE/MKNEATA RUN(4),R,AMJET,X4,Z4,SC,ANGVRT,VRANG
CCMPCN/DVC/FIB,FIC
CATA ERRCR/4.0E-4/
C ERRCR = ACCEPTABLE ERRCR FCR VARIABLE CCEFFICIENTS.
IFIIPRNT.EQ.2) CC TC 1CC
ITER=C
IYZCCC=IYZ
C TWC VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS ( B,C )
C
C PERFCRt SU#MATICNS FCR CCEFFICIENTS IN NORMAL EQUATICNS
10 SFB2=0.0
SFC2=C.0
SFBC=C.O
SFEBR=.0
SFCR=0.0
SRI2=0.0
hPTS=C
CC 20 I=,NR
K=( I+NCRPF+6)/7
CC 20 J=1,NC
IF(VY(I,J).GT.5CC.) CC TC 2C
IF(IYZ.EC.1) VZY=VY I.,J)
IF(IYZ.EC.2) VZY=VZ(I,J)4VSINA
RI=FIY(K,J),Z(I))-VZY
FIA=CF(Y(KXJ),Z(I)
SRI2=(SR12+RI*R I)
SFE2=SFB2 + FIB*FIB
SFC2=SFC2 + FIC*FIC
SFBC=SFBC + FIE*FIC
SFER=SFBR - FIE*RI
SFCR=SFCR - FIC*RI
NPTS=NPTS+1
20 COKNTIUE
RMS=SCRT (SR12/NPTS)
C SCLVE NCRMAL EQUATICNS FOR THE CCRRECTICNS TC THE ESTIMATES
C =SFB2*SFC2 - SFBC*SFEC
IF(C.EQ.C.) GEC TC SSS
E1=(SFBR*SFC2 - SFCR*SFEC)/E
Cl=(SF82*SFCR - SFBC*SFER)/C
IF(ITER.GT.20) CC TC 40
IF(ITER.GT.10) CC TC 70
IF(AbS{i8/8).GT..05) GC TC 30
IF(ASICI/C).LT-..5) GC TC IC
C DAMP THE CORRECTIONS ---------------------------------------------------
30 IF(ITER.GT.5) GC TO 50
FRAC=(ITER+3)/2C.
GC TC 60
40 FRAC=C.5
GO TO 60
50 FRAC=(ITER-1)/lC.
c~.60 El=FRAC*81
CI=FRAC*Cl
C UPCATE ESTIPATES ANC TEST FCR CONVERGENCE
70 ITER=ITER41
C=c+c1
IF(IPRNTOEQ.3) PRINT 80,ITERRMStAt8,C
80 FORIVAr(20xITEW9',3,', RMS=,tF8.40.' A=',F8.4,',, B=3liF84v, C.
I ,F8.4)
IF(ITER.GT.3C) CC TO S9S
IF(8.LT.C.) E3=-2
IF(AES(BI/B) .CT.ERROR.OR.ABS(Cl/C).GT.ERROR) GO TO 10 '
SRI2=C.
C CCIVPUTE STANDARE CEVjIATICNS.
Co 9C 1=19NR
K=;( I*NCRPF+6)/7
CC 9C J=INC
IF(VY(IJ).GT.5CC.) CC 10 9C
IFIYZ.EC.2) VZV=VZ(I,J)+VSINA
RI=F(Y(Kt,J),Z(I))-VZY
SR12=iSRI2+RI*Rl)
90 CONTINUE
RM'S=S(;RT (SR 12/NPTS)
1Ff IRPMS.EQ.I) GO TO S5
IF(IPRNT.EQ.11 CC TO 1CC
OCALCULATE PERCENT RMS ERROR
RMS=314.15926*RPS*C/(A*(l.-EXP(-(8*C)**2)))
95 1Ff IPRNT.NE.1) RETURN
100 GAlvtJAC=1.5*A/VINF
8BAR=B*C
ERFE=ERF(EBA-R)
CEFF=GAMPAO*ERFE
HEFF=I-C/ERFB 9 SN
VMAXUP=2.*VINF*C-AMMAC*( 1.-EXP(-3B8AR**2) )/(HO)*3. 1415 3)-VSIA
IF(IPRNr.EQ.2) CC TC 14C0
EI=lC0.*RMS/(VMXUP+VSINb)$Mss1sss~sss-$4$$Ssi:$$$$-
C PUNCH AAETR$$$$$i$$$$
A1=EEAR/F.C 4s
El=.Cl*El
CL=VRANG*57..29578
PUNCI- lO5tMKINCATA,IRUN(l)gRtAMJETX4tZ4#EFFGEFFBlSOiANGVRT,li s
liVINFiGAFMAOtiCAl $4
105 F0R?~.AT( IllHC, 13,IAF5.2,F5.3,2F5.2,2F5.3,F5.4,2F5.2jF4.1JF5.1 $
1,F5.2,F5.3,F6.4) s$-
6RITE(6, 110) ITERAI,21,ClABCtRMS*E1
110 FCRtMAT(//' FINAL RESULaTSC ITER=',1311, AlfB1,Cl ='v3FQ46//
118XjA='F9.4t', 8='*F9.4,', C=*,F9.4//lEX,'RMS CF FIT =IJF9.41
21 FT/SEC. -',F6.291- PER CENT)
C SWITC- 'YZCCCE FCR ALTERNATE RIMS CALCULATICN
IYZCCC=3-IYZ
SR12=0.
CC 120 I=19NR
I<=( 14NCRPF+6)/7
EC 120 J=1,NC
IF(VY(IJ),.GT.5C0.) GC TC 12C
1F.IIYZ.EC.2) V-ZY=VY(I*J)
IF'IIYZ.EC.1) VZY=VZ(I,J)4VSlNA
RI=F(Y(K#.J) ,Z( I) )-VZY
SRI2=(SR 12+R [*R 1)
120 CCN'TIt'UE
SR12=SCRT(SRI2/KPTS)
El1lCC.*SR12/iVVAXbP+VSINA)
WRITE(6,130) SR12,EI
130 FORMAT(18XI2HCRCSS RMS =9F9.4,99H FT/SEC =vF6.2,9H PER CENTI
140 Al=EEAR/trC
FR INT 15CGAtP AC GEEFgdC,H4EFF ,8BARAiVMAXUP
150 FORFAT(/lBX9'GAV!VAG =1 ,F6.3,4XO#EFFE.CTIVE GAM~MA =%kF6.;3118X'v
IIH-1/C ='j.6.,3*4X,'EFFECTIVE HI/D =0,F6.3/18Xp'BEJA BAR *
2F6.3,4X,17HBETA I C =,F6.3I3aX,'tMAX UIPW~ASH VEL ='NF6*2//)
RETURN
S99 RrMS=C,.
RETURN
ENE
SUERCUTINE PRIPAT
CCY'IV.CN IYZCOCtIYZNRNCA,BCZOVINFVS1NAVY(21,12)1,VZ.(2,1,12),
1Y(3,12),Z(211,RS,NCRPFtIPRT,NPTSIRMSRtSVZCf2,5),1PRTPiNRAK
OItVENSICN VC( 12),CIPhR(6),CI-R(12) 0
LATA CI-AR/21- ,21- ,2F 2H$$tlHY,IH-Z/
1=44 IYZ
CO 6C0 J=1,NC
600 VC(J)=12**Y(1,J)
I1=1.6*RtMSVZ0(l1,1).C.5
1Ff IP-RNT.EQ.2) I1=0.1*VINF
IF(I1.LT.1) 11=1
12=-Il
13=2*11
A 1=11
A2= 12
43= 13
ImRITE46v610) CI-AR( I) Il, 12,13,(VCf.J) J=1,NC)
610 FCRM'AT(///,49X,37H-MATRIX OF CROSS-SECTION VELCCITlES//32Xt48HCA
ILCULATED VELCCITIES FRCP LEAST SQUARES FIT TO ,AIt 22H CCI4PONENT a
2F VELOCITY///' Y,Z CENCTE YtZ VELOCITY LCCPCNENT DATA"/ ' C OENC
3TES THE CALCLLATEC VELCCITIES'//' INCICATES IV-VCALC) GREATER T
4F-AN'v13#'. FT/SEC'/ ' INCICATES ('V-VCALC) LESS TI-AN',914v'. FT/S
5EC'/' S$ INDICATES AES(V-VCALC) GREATER THANtI3,. FT/SEC,//1X,13
80(IF*)/3X,4HZ ,51X,'APPROX. Y POSITICNS'/6XIH*,F7*.21IFIO.2
URITE(6,620)
620 FCRMAT(IX,130 (1-*))
C DC LCCP 670 WRITES CUT TIE VELCCITY FIELD DATA AND THE VELOCITIES USING FIT
CO 670 I 1,NR
ZW=12.*Z(I)
K=(I+NCRPF+6)/7
IYZCCC=1
CO 640 J=1,NC
CHR(J)=CVAR(1)
VC(J)=F(Y(K,J,Z(M))
IF(VY(I,J).GT.1E3) CC TC 64C
E1=VY(IJ)-VC(J)
IF(AeS(EI).LTA1) GC TC 640
IF(AES(EI).GT.A3) GC TO 630
IF(EI.GT.A1) CHR(J)=CFAR(2)
IF(E1.LT.A2) CHR(J)=CHAR(3)
GC TC 64C
630 CHR(J)=CHAR(4)
64C CCONTINUE
WRITE(6v680) (VY(I,J),J=1,NC)
WRITE(6,690) (VC(J)iCR(J)tJ=1*NC)
IYZCCC=2
CC 660 J=1,NC
CHR(J)=CHAR(11
VC(J)=F(YIKJ)PZI())-VSINA
IF(VZ(I,J).GT.1E3) GC TC 66C
E1=VZ( I,J)-VC(J)
IF(ABSE(E).LT.A1) GC TC 660
IF(AES(EI).GT.A3) GC TC 650
IF(EI.GT.A1) CHR(J)=CIAR(2)
IF(E1.LT.A2) CHR(J)=CFAR(3)
GO TC 660
65 CHR(J)=CFAR(4)
60CCNTINUE
670 iftRITE(6,690) AVC(J) ,CIR(J),J=IqNC)
6-80 FCRIPAT(6)(,H*/6X,1I',*12(lXF6.ltY 1))
690 FORtAT(6 X,1H*,912( IXF6.1,'C' ,A2) )
RETURN
E N
FUNCTICN F(Y#ZZ)
C FLNCTICN F CALCULATES TI'E VELOCITY INCUCEC BY A PAIR OF DISIhXBLTEC VCRTICES.
CCPMMCN IYZCOCtIYZNRNCtA,8 ,C#ZO
COtlfPCN/CVf/F I8,FIC
E2=E*E
YPC=Y+C
P12=Z*Z+YPC*YPC
R22=Z*Z+YMC*YPC
IF (R12.EQ.06-1 R12=LE-lC
IF (R22.E-Q.0. R) 22=IE-IC
EXPI=EXP (-82 *Rl2)
EXP2=EXP (-B2*R22)
El= (1.-EXPI )/R12
E2= I1.-EXP2) /R22
IF (Rl2.LE.1E-1C) E1~e2
IF (R22.LE.LE-IC) E2=2
IF (IYZCCC.EQ.2) GC IC 1
F=A*Z*(E2-E1 )/6 .283 185
RETLRN
1 F=A* (El*YPC-E2*YMC)/6.2E3le5
RETURN
ENTRY CF(YIZZ)
C ENTRY CF CALCULATES THE PARTIAL GERIVATIVES LSED IN A, CIFFERENTIAL CGRRECTICN
C ?METI-C FCR A GAUSSIAN-CISTRIBUTEC VORTEX PAIR.
IF (Rl2.LE.1E-1C) DV171=-2**YPC*B2*B2
IF (R22.GT.lE-lC) OVIt2=2.*Y?C*(EXP2*(.+2*R22)-l.)/(R22AR22.1
IF (R22.LE.1E-1C) CVH2=-2-*YMC*82*B2
CF= F/A
IF (IYZCCC.Ef..2) GO TO 2
F 18=A*Z*E*( EXP2-EXPL )/3. 1415S3
FIC=-A*Z*(OVIil+EVF2)/6.283185I
RETURN
2 FI8=A*B*(.YPC*EXPl-YMC*EXP2)/3'141593
FIC=A*(El+CVIF1*YPC4E2+CVI2*YdC) /6.283185
RETLRN
ENE
SUEROUTINE AUXIL -
C PERFORM~S AUXILIARY CPERATICNS LPCN INPLT CATA.
C0HNCN IYZC, IYZ,NRNCA,8,C, ZCV[NF,VSIK~AVY(2ll 2 ) ,VZt2l,12)I
IY31)L2)R~NR~IR~NTSIPSRSZ19)IIR~tRA
CCt4tJN/NE/MK,NCATA1RUN(4),RAMJETX4,Z4,SCANGVJRTVRANG
CIMENS ION VC(12)
CATA AST/IF*/
IF(IFRTM.EQ.C) CC TC 185
WRITE(6, 150)
15C FCRtATU//IOXINPUT PCSITICN CATAC')
CC 170 1=1,NR
K=( I4NCRPF+6)/7
iNRITE(6, 160) (Y(KlJ) ,J=lNC)
160 FCRN.AT(/l2(F7.29'Y'fl
170 WRITE(6,l*80) iz(I),J=lNC)
1-40 FCRPAT(12(F7.2v'Z'))
C CCUNT NUM'BER OF USABLE CATA POINTS
185 ?P=NR*NC
CC 2CC 1=1,NR
lF(I.EC.1 .OR. N\RAK.EQ.1) GC TO 190
190 CO 2CC J1,tNC
IF('VY-(I,J-).LT.5CC.) CC TC 2CC
VZ(LIJ)=1E6
200 CCINTIIUE
PRINT 210C,M
22 PEFORtVT( VCRTICITY CALCULATI ON'1X24UIS UPR-FT*/E
1/40X#'LOWER - I/SEC'/)
CC 290 I=2,NR
IF( IPRTMl.EQ.1) PRINT 23C,(ASTJ=1,NC)
230 FCRIVAT( 5X,12IA1,7X))
A1=Z(I-1)-Z( I)
K=( I+NCRPF+6)/7
L=( I+NCRPf+5 )/7
CO 26C J=2,NC
IF{VY(I-1,J-1).CT.1E3) C-C IC 240
IF(VJY(I vJ-1).GT.lE32) CC TC ;240
IF(VY(I-IqJ ).GT.lE3) C-C TC 240
IF(VY(I tJ ).LT.1E3) CC TC 250
20VC(J)=1E6
C-C TC 260
250 VC(J)=((VY( l-iJ-1)-VY( I,J))*(Y(L,J)-Y(K,J-1))+(VYU-.IJI-VY(I,J-1
A2=A2iVC (J)
260 CCNTINUE
IF( IP-RTMOEQ.1) PRINT 27C,(VC(J) ,J=2,NC)
270 FORMAT(5X,1241X,Ft.3))
CG 280 J=2,NC
280 VC(J)=VC(J)*288./ABS(Al(Y(K,J)+Y(L,J)-Y(K,J-1)-Y(LJ-1)I)
IF(IPRTM.EQ.11 PRINT 30C0,(VC(J),J=2,NC)
290 CONTINUE
300 FORMAT(5X,12F8.2)
IF(IPRTM.EQ.1) PRINT 23C,(AST,3=1,NC)
A3=1.5*A2/VINF
PRINT 31CA2,A3
310 FORMAT(/' SUMMEC VORTICITY =',F9.3,21H FT**2/SEC GAMMA =,F6.31
C DC LCCPS 320 ANC 33C CCNVERT PCSITION EATA TC FEET
CO 320 I=1,NR
320 Z(I)=ZIl)/12.
ZO=ZC/12.
CC 330 I=1,NRAK
CC 330 J=1,NC
330 Y(IJ)=Y(IJ)/12.
RETURN
ENC
SUBRCUTINE QMAJ(NOMR,CMJCMN1,QMN2)
C PURPOSEC CHCCSE THE MAJCR AND MINOR Q CCNDITICNS FOR TFE GIWEN VELCCITY 
RATIO
CYJ=C.O
CMhl=C.O
CMN2=0.0
GC TC (28,28,21,22,23,24,25,26,28,27),NCMR
21 CPJ=35.9
CVK1=15.5
RETURN
22 CtJ=2C.2
CVII=52.8
c~MN2=8.7
RETURN
23 C~J=33.3
RETURN
24 CJ =2 3.l1
QMKI=35.0
%QMN2=9.1
R ET URN
25 Ct'J=26.1
RETURN
~26 CMJ=J19.9
CMNI1=12.9
CMN2=5. 1
RETURN
27 CMJ=12.8
CPI=8.2
CPN2=3.2
28 RETURN
ENE
FUNCTICN ARCLNC-(XR)
C PURPUSEC CALCULATE TI-E ARC LENCTH- ALCNG T1-E LNIFIEC VORTEX PATH EQUATICKO
C GIVEN XK/C ANC R.
CIMENSION G48),V(81)
CATA8 V/.C950125, 9.28ltC35,.4580167,.61787629.7554C44
l,.8656312,.944575C,.9894CO9/,G/.189456t.182634,
2.61691999.26EtC555.623,,0754
CATA E2,A1,A3/2.660516, .4633684,-1.141726/
E3=.1414484*R.**2 .253C72*X** 83
S=G.
CC 1 1=118
1 S=S+G(I)*(SQRT((l.+V(Il**E2+E3) 4SQRT(1.-V(I))**E2+E3I1
ARCLNG=4 1*X*S
R ETULR N
ENE
SUERCUTINE MINV3(A,C)
C PURPCSEC PERFORMP VATRIX INVERSE OF NORPAL ECL.ATION MATRIX FROM LEAST SCIJARES.
CIPENSICN A(6),2(3)
REAL*8 AqECq C
E(J)=A(3)*A(5)-A(4)*A(4)
0(2)=A(3)*A(4.).-A(2)*,A(5)
8(3)=A(2)*A(4)-A(3)*A('A)
C=A( 1)*8( 1)+,AiZ)*B(2) +,A( 3)*E(3)
IFIC.EQ-C-) RETLRN.
c =tA(1)*A(5)-A(3)*A(3)1/C
A(5)=(A(2)*A(3)-A(I)*4(41)/C
4(6)=(Atl)*A(3)-A(2)*A(2))/E
A(2)=e(2)/C
A(3)=2(3)IC
A(4)=C
RETLRK
ENC
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